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the definition of a qa is trying to give a bug report which satisfies as many humans as possible. dont get trapped by this definition, because its probably easier to do the opposite. try and find some way to make the bug report look less useful to the human machine that will handle your bug. now, this is sort of subjective but you can argue about what
is feasible and what can be done. a better approach is to say ‘hmmm, i could see how someone could fill out a bug, but you could make it look like a crappy bug report so i’m going to just do that instead’. finding a way to make the bug report look crappy is called ‘getting the bug accepted’ and for me its more of a learning exercise than anything.
this month, in our monthly discord qa community server, there has been a lot of discussion and feedback related to the third party programs that we use for recording our vcds. for those who dont know, every vcd you make comes with a script that takes a video file in a specific format and automatically muxes that file into a vcd. i spent a lot of time
and energy this month on improving the pinedio firmware. the last pinedio release wasnt as stable as i had hoped so i spent a good amount of time getting the firmware ready to be released. i also included the pinedio app in the firmware to streamline the install process. also, i moved the firmware to the firmware-based-distribution repo as that
makes it easier for people to build their own firmware and distribution images. i thought it would be a fun exercise to try to release the pinebook in time for pinephone day so i started on the release candidate 1 and just kept on going. finally, the pinebook is available for the community. all i can say is that it is good to see the pinebook back, but it is
nice to see the pinephone development moving forward as well.
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A new version of the OBEX daemon was released with major changes in the BLE stack and also in the communication with the OBEX daemon, that now can be used to synchronize the phonebook with a mobile phone, as described above. To encourage the up-to-date PinePhone users to try it, we have implemented a new feature to automatically set
up the OBEX daemon to connect to the PinePhone by using the new BLE API and the new open source SB Bling service. Follow the instruction on the website to install the BLE API and the SB Bling service on your PinePhone. I have built the packages of the image that is used to produce the installer.epub files for the next PinePhone releases (these
images are used to build the images that are flashed in the PinePhone and that are packaged as installers, see above). To do this, I have built the installer.epub files as a joint effort with the main Linux kernel maintainer: Victor Palau and Arjan van de Ven. Let me share with you some of my experience with all these steps in the process to create
these new installer.epub packages: There are several libraries that are needed to build the Linux kernel and the firmware images, and the package of the emulator kernel is quite big. To save some space and download time, the last week I have finished the upgrade process of the installer.epub packages and deleted the previous version ( which

were with the version of Raspberry Kernels v3.2.7-v7.6.3-v7.7.0-v10.6.1-v12.0.1-v12.1.1-v13.0.1-v13.1. Also in the software front, the battery backed EPUB Readers seem to be heading for the mainline Linux as they seem to have work their way into the Mesa release this month. Those of you that have been following the thread on the Mesa mailing
list can probably guess what the "Mesa 21.2: What's new" email said, but for those of you that have been following the thread in Facebook this is probably good news for you. 5ec8ef588b
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